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SUMMARY 
 

Processing plants in the non-ferrous scrap metal recycling industry operated to 
separate on a density basis  are designed mainly around a static bath separator 
capable of separating over a conventional scrap density range of >1 to <4 utilising a 
medium of salt, sand, clay, magnetite or ferrosilicon at rates between 5-100 tph. The 
feed and product streams can be further integrated with other concentrating methods 
to produce clean metal products for melting. There are in excess of some 60 DMS 
plants  in operation around the world treating shredded scrap. This presentation will 
describe the process and illustrate the benefits of complementary methods that can 
be used which could ultimately be incorporated into China’s recycling circuits for 
benefit as operational and environmental conditions change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
CHINA SCRAP METAL RECYCLING – A CASE FOR DENSIMETRIC 

SEPARATION 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Most non-ferrous scrap recycling plants in China are dependent on manual labour 
sorting techniques. Following on from launching reforms in the aluminium and steel 
sectors over the past two years, China is now turning its attention to its burgeoning 
non-ferrous scrap industry. 
 
There appears to be three main elements to Beijing’s plans: increasing domestic 
production, consolidating the industry and using more advanced technology. 
 
The China Non-Ferrous Metals Association (CNIA) predicts that to meet Beijing’s 
various targets of recycled metals by 2010, secondary output will more than double 
to 5,5 m tpa.  This will require industry consolidation and so Beijing is pushing for the 
creation of more larger recycling centres, mainly in southern and eastern China, 
which can process at least 200 000 tpa. (1) 
 
Many European, American and Japanese metal recyclers incorporate dense medium 
separation (DMS) in their process, complemented by other concentration methods 
such as magnetic separation, eddy current separation, elutriation, photometric sorting 
and hand sorting to recover rubber, plastics, aluminium and magnesium from non-
ferrous shredded material. 
 
DMS offers many advantages over traditional hand sorting methods, namely: 
 

 Ability to process a wider range of feed types 

 Greater capacity 

 High recovery efficiency 
 

 



DMS FEED 

Figure 1 - Ferrous Flowchart
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A typical ferrous flowsheet is shown in figure 1 illustrating  that the non-ferrous 
portion of the feed is only available for separation by dense media after size 
reduction and separation (2). Furthermore this general shredding flowsheet can be 
expanded as shown in figure 2  where it is seen that the untreated frag material 
(UFR) can go to an optional eddy current separator to increase the metallic content 
prior to DMS feed. 

Figure 2 - Representative Shredder Material Flowchart
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Dense medium separation is one of the most efficient processes available to the 
process designer and will be the preferred route in most gravity separation plants. 
The material makeup of the conventional shredded UFR makes it ideal to exploit the 
density differences of the various constituents and  treat the material  in a dense 
medium separator as illustrated in figure 3 below. 



 

Figure 3 – Typical densities of material in UFR
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DISCUSSION 
 
Shanghai Sigma Metals,Inc of China relies on cheap production costs – based on 
low cost labour – to be competitive on the world markets. However it is reported that 
their future expansion will be based upon technology and not just cheap labour (3). In 
the early 1900’s, the rising price of Taiwanese labour made hand-sorting of imported 
scrap an increasingly difficult proposition and undoubtedly this will become an issue 
in China in the future. 
 
Some industry participants have suggested that the third target of Beijing – 
increasing the use of sophisticated technology – could be harder to achieve. While 
top producers are increasingly utilizing advanced technology, it could be much harder 
for small and mid-sized producers to lessen their dependence on manual labour. This 
is illustrated with Sigma’s approach to use their large technical staff to continue 
innovative ways that leverage China’s cheap labour, but don’t entirely depend on it 
(2, 3). 
 
European dense media plants treating around 10 000 tpm of shredded feed (UFR) 
operate at approximately US$ 55 pmt compared to hand sorters at Sigma of between 
US$ 100-120 pmt (3). However it must be stressed that these figures are not 
comparable being on different feed types. Although domestic production of scrap will 
grow in China this material will necessarily demand more efficient ways of separation 
as labour costs increase and manual sorting efficiency drops with resultant poorer in- 
feed, and this could well result in dense medium separation being a viable 
competitive option. In fact Sigma is installing a reportedly “traditional” flotation or 
DMS plant based on water to treat fines too small for hand sorting.  The targets for 
increasing the use of recycled metal will mean that China will stay dependent on 
imports for the short to medium term at least.  
 
Dense medium separation is a mature technology and is well suited to transforming 
end of life metals back into the manufacturing cycle. One such installation is the EMR 
dense media plant at Newmarket in the UK shown in figure 4. 



 

Figure 4 - MPR Newmarket Process Flowsheet (ref 2)
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The dense medium process plant at EMR (previously known as Mayer Parry 
Recycling) produces aluminium, magnesium, stone aggregate, wire for granulation 
and non-ferrous heavies which are further processed by photometric sorters to sort 
primarily copper and brass. The key to this plant is the feed preparation facility which 
prepares material for DM feed. This enables a wider range of poorer grade scrap 
material to be processed and increases the plant flexibility in fluctuating market 
conditions. All additional downstream “high-tech” processes like photometric sorting 
require good feed preparation and presentation to the respective unit processes and 
the DM flowsheet goes a long way in achieving this. 
 
 
Feed tonnages to conventional DM scrap metal recycling plants range from 5 -100 
tph compared to mineral processing plants which can treat upwards of 700- 800 tph 
per unit. Figure 5 shows the basic block flow diagram for a dense media plant 
utilizing magnetic media like magnetite and ferrosilicon which is traditionally used for 
density separations between 2,0 and 3,5 respectively.  The basic principle is that 
washed, sized feed material is fed to the bath of a static separator like a drum 
operating at a controlled slurry density where light particles float and heavy particles 
sink and are washed free of media and collected. The magnetic media is washed off 
the products and recovered on magnetic separators, densified and returned to the 
circuit.  Other dense media plants using different media like sand, bentonite and 
chalk for lower density separations recover their  media in a different manner. 
 



Figure 5 - DMS Plant Block Flowsheet
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As previously stated, dense media separation is an old and  mature processing 
technique that is ideally suited to producing a pre-concentrate and final concentrate 
of end of life metals from untreated shredder residue. Major issues to contend with in 
treating scrap metals by DM is particle shape, oil contaminants and wire and fabric in 
the feed. Normally static drum type plants would process material sized between 
8mm to 100mm but as with all gravity type separations a closer sized material 
processes more efficiently. Figure 6 below shows the drop off in separating efficiency 
as finer particle sizes are treated. It also illustrates that below a particle size of 
around 10mm, dynamic separators like cyclones are more efficient than static bath 
type separators like drums. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 – Separation Efficiency (EPM)  for Baths and Cyclones vs Particle Size 
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 Prototype density separators have been tested by De Beers for diamonds and EMR 
for scrap metals utilizing Ferrohydrostatic separation for accurate density separations 
between densities 3 – 20. However the media is expensive and throughputs remain 
at laboratory / pilot plant  level rates (2, 4). Although the DM  process exploits the 
difference in density of the various  materials as the means of separation there are 
other complementary separating techniques used in scrap metal recycling based on 
the physical attributes of colour, conductance shape and magnetic properties. Some 
of these techniques like photometric sorting, although relatively old technology like 
DM, are rapidly coming into their own with the advance in processing and 
instrumentation capability. However it is felt that these technologies will remain 
complementary to a greater or lesser extent in the processing of UFR. 
 
The various processes can be illustrated in figure 7 below which shows a typical 
density separation route. Of note here is that each unit process presents the products 
for further processing in a form that is required for optimum separation on any 
subsequent downstream physical sorter. In addition the process as depicted may 
also incorporate some hand sorting on specific product streams. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7 – Density Process Route 
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CONCLUSION 
 
A brief description of the role that density separation techniques can play in the 
processing of UFR has been  given as well as showing the various opportunites 
afforded by other complementary separating methods to the various product streams 
produced from the DMS process. With China’s ever growing car industry there will 
come a time that bulk processing of shredded automobiles and other industrial reject 
metal scrap will have to look at bulk pre-concentration methods like  that offered by 
dense medium separation in all it’s forms to fulfil her recycling targets. 
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